
Caring for your Clan Crest Badge Rubber Stamp & Ink Pad

Whether home or office or clan tent at a games event, there are simple things you can do to 
preserve the life and performance of any rubber stamp, and prevent inking accidents.

Here are some tips for those who have only one or a few stamps, only used occasionally such 
as in a clan tent at Games & Gatherings.

#1 When not in use store both stamp and ink pad in a sandwich-size zip-lock bag; pref-
erably stored with the ink pad upside-down to keep the ink at the top of the pad.

#2 Keep them out of the sun.  Both red rubber and polymer (clear) stamps deteriorate 
quickly and crack from sunlight, and ink pads evaporate. Keep them in the shade at all times. 
A rubber band on the ink pad also helps to keep the lid on tight (ink pads should last for 6 - 
10 years, maybe more).

#3 Clean your stamps at the end of events.  Ink builds up in the crevases of the design. 
Any soft cloth with a little water (plus a touch of dish soap) may be rubbed gently on the rub-
ber or polymer to remove ink. If there is more build-up a soft toothbrush may be used. And 
to condition and clean a stamp well use simple glycerin (from the drug store) to really get the 
old ink out. 
 Be cautious to keep the wood dry, though, water would swell the wood and release the 
glue holding the rubber on.
 NEVER use alcohol, solvent or oil (NO Goo-Gone) on your stamps, as all would dam-
age the stamps in various ways.

#4 Note on inks:
There are 2 basic types of inks you would want to use: water-based dyes & permanent dyes. 
•	 Water-based dyes can sometimes be washed out of clothes, yet can blur or run if the im-

pression on paper is gotten wet. They are suitable for paper only.
•	 Permanent dyes can be used on most surfaces: paper, wood, cloth, metal, etc., and 

won’t wash out. Permanent inks are better than water-based for “temporary tattoos” or 
hand-stamping, because once dry on the skin they won’t stain clothing. Consider how you 
will use the stamp when deciding on ink.

•	 Raised felt stamp pads are the industry standard stamp pads these days, available at all 
craft stores. If it isn’t a “raised pad” it won’t perform well with your stamps.

•	 Do not get what are called “embossing” or “pigment” ink pads as these don’t dry without a 
heat gun and are for special uses.

I hope you find these tips helpful, and enjoy years of happy stamping with your new stamp(s).

Kim Victoria, Owner/Artist/Wearer of all hats at Highlander Celtic Stamps


